Nine in ten of respondents have concerns about employees in their organization reusing personal credentials for work purposes.

Over half revealed that security methods designed for consumers will be applied to enterprises in less than 3 years.

Almost seven in ten feel comfortable allowing employees to log on to corporate resources using their social media credentials.

Identity theft was the leading type of data breach during the first half of 2016, up from 53% six months ago.

Nearly half of companies are now training staff in security and access management.

Two fifths of enterprises use Authentication to protect all of their resources, with nearly 48% planning to implement Cloud SSO or IDaaS within the next two years.

Half of businesses admit security is their biggest concern to increasing user mobility.

A third of businesses prevent employee access to company resources via mobile.

Research suggests that credentials used for other personal applications (such as personal email) is what would worry organizations.

Enterprise and consumer worlds are merging closer together, with enterprise security teams now coming under increasing pressure to use the same type of authentication methods as consumer services.

Get more at the website www.gemalto.com/aim